We demonstrate the existence of nonclassical correlations in the radiation of two atoms, that are coherently driven by a continuous laser source. The photon-photon correlations of the fluorescence light show a spatial interference pattern not present in a classical treatment. A feature of this phenomenon is that bunched and antibunched light is emitted in different spatial directions. The calculations are performed analytically. It is pointed out that the correlations are induced by state reduction due to the measurement process when the detection of the photons does not distinguish between the atoms. It is interesting to note that the phenomena show up even without any interatomic interaction. Resonance fluorescence from a single atom driven by a coherent field was the first example allowing observation of nonclassical effects such as antibunching and sub-Poissonian statistics ͓1-3͔. These experiments, first done with atoms in a beam, were later performed using single trapped ions ͓4,5͔. Squeezing in resonance fluorescence has also been investigated ͓6͔. Since the early work of Mollow ͓7͔, and Carmichael and Walls ͓8͔, the quantum statistical characteristics of radiation produced by a cooperative system of two and more atoms have been studied in much detail ͓9,10͔. There are also some recent proposals to investigate cooperative effects, including the interactions between the atoms ͓11-13͔.
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In the present paper we study two-atom fluorescence leading to nonclassical effects. We consider a situation where the two atoms are driven coherently by a continuous laser source ͑Fig. 1͒. The nonclassical effects are observed in the photonphoton correlations when state reduction occurs in the measurement process. We note that in an earlier study by Mandel ͓14͔ correlation effects in a similar system were discussed. However, in that case, in contrast to our paper, no continuously pumped atoms were considered there. We calculate nonclassical two-photon correlations for all times including dissipation of the atoms. The dynamics resulting from excitation by cw fields and by spontaneous emission is very important for the present results. We should mention that on the experimental side first order interference in the radiation produced by a system of two atoms has been reported ͓15͔. We also point out that the creation of entangled states of distant atoms has been discussed in a different context ͓16͔.
It may be noted that trapped ion technology is well enough advanced to envisage resonance fluorescence measurements with chains of trapped ions driven by coherent fields. One can also use single molecules in crystalline hosts, where recently nonclassical photon statistics have been measured ͓17͔.
We consider two identical atoms with the levels ͉e͘ i and ͉g͘ i (iϭ1,2) at fixed positions x 1 and x 2 with dipole moment d and transition frequency . They are driven by a resonant external laser field with wave vector k L . We assume that the only dissipative terms are due to the spontaneous decays of the levels ͉e͘ 1,2 . In the rotating-wave, Markov, and Born approximations, the time evolution of the system is given by the master equation ͓18͔
where 2⍀ is the Rabi frequency of the atom laser system, Ϯ are the atomic raising and lowering operators for atom number , and 2␥ϭ 4 3 ͉d͉ 2 3 /បc 3 is the Einstein A coefficient for the single atom. As we assume that the electromagnetic field outside the laser beam is in the vacuum state, the first and second order correlation functions can be written as 
